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Two students charged with anned robbery
BY JOSEPH LORD

He,-ald ,-eporter
Bardstown junior Justin Hamilton
sat on the couch in Western Place
Apartment 110 with girlfriend Nicole
Thompson Sunday night. As they
watched "Seinfeld," two women
knocked on the door and asked to see
his roommate.
The two women went to

Hopkinsville freshman Chris Higgins'
room, where there were already two
guests. Hamilton locked the door.
He and Thompson had no idea that
the wQmen may soon be part of an
armed robbery.
But 10 minutes later, the apartment
came under a 15-minute hold-up that
ended when four women, including
two Western students, were arrested
early yesterday in Poland Hall. Each

was charged with armed robbery,
among other crimes.
Hamilton recounted a horrifying
chain of events.
Shortly after going into Higgins'
room, one of the women came out talking on a cell phone.
She went to the front door and
unlocked it.
"I thought she was going to go outside and talk on the phone," Hamilton

said.
But she wasn't.
A woman dressed in black walked
into the apartment holding duct tape
and a stun gun, Hamilton said. He
asked what was going on, but the
intruder said nothing.
There was yelling in Higgins' room.
Yet another woman walked into the
apartment, this one wielding a shotgun, anc it became apparent a robbery

was unfolding.
The intruders taped the arms of
Hamilton and Thompson, and covered
their eyes, Hamilton said. Two of the
people in Higgins' room were likewise
shackled with tape, according to a
Bowling Green police report.
The intruders searched Higgins'
room.
SE£ ROBBERY PA GES

Attorneys
settle

i

Nash suit

j

BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter

photos by Henrik Edsenius/Herald
Webster Junior and Phi Beta Paydlrt team member Josh Mitcham is comforted by his girlfriend, Hardinsburg senior Stella Elliot, after a
flag football tournament game against Ball State Sunday.

40 teams came to Bowlmg Green to play flag football

University officials, Westem's third-party
administrator and employee Staci Nash
reached a settlement yesterday over the coverage of Nash's daughter's bone marrow transplant.
The settlement requires Medical Benefits
Administrators, Western's third-party admin,.
istrator, to provide an extra $3,000 for the
Nash's insurance consultation fees. It does not
require Western to pay more.
"Nothing has changed," said John Grise,
Western's attorney. "We have provided the
same coverage - no more, no less - that
was granted in early August."
Nash and her husband, Brian "Slim" Nash,
filed the suit in August after HCC Life, the
university's reinsurer who handles claims of
more than $75,000, denied coverage of 4year-old Presley Nash's transplant. HCC Life
based its decision on the Food and Drug
Administration ruling that the procedure was
experimental.
University administrators, after hearing
advice from the state insurance bureau, agreed
to cover the procedure with the faculty and
staff self-insurance plan.
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SH NASH PAGE
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
Phi Beta Paydirt needed a touchdown. The intramural flag football
team from Western was down by
seven points to the nationally-ranked
No. 3 Mean Machine of Middle
Tennessee.
Richmond sophomore Jon Allen,
a Paydirt supporter, watched from the
sideline.
''They better get this in there or

I'm going to be so mad," he murmured.
Allen would get his wish. With 31
seconds in the game and two yards
from the endzone, Greensburg senior
Cheslee Bloyd threw for a touchdown to Dave Henderson, a senior
from Brentwood, Tenn.
After a successful two-point conversion, Paydirt took a 34-33 lead.
Paydirt overcame a 13-point
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Domino's
will accept

Phi Beta Paydlrt players get ready to yell, "Rzepka!" before
breaking huddle. They make this call to honor Mark Rzepka, a
former Paydirt member, who died this year after falling from a
dorm window at the University of Kentucky.

Big Red cards_
BY BETH SEWELL

1,000-plus fans turned away
BY HOLLAN HOLM

Herald reporter

Price Chambers/Herald
Comedian Jim Breuer performed
Thursday night in DUC Theater.

After waiting outside in the cold for three
hours, Louisville freshman Meghan Coomes' dedication was rewarded - she scored fifth row seats
to see comedian Jim Breuer.
More than 1,000 other students weren't so
lucky. After DUC Theater's capacity of 800 was
reached, the rest of those waiting, some who were
there for hours, were turned away.
Hartford junior Donny Alvey was the first to
arrive outside Downing University Center around
3:30 p.m.
"We decided we was going to come here about
a week ago," Alvey said.
Alvey and his friends say they are Comedy
Central fans who enjoy Breuer's musical impersonations of the band AC/DC singing the Hokey
Pokey.
"We Jive for this stuff," Alvey said.
With Coomes' arrival at 4:30 p.m., there were
10 people in line. Her feet soon began to feel the
affects of the chilly temperature in her royal blue
flip-flops.
Coomes - a fan of Breuer's Saturday Night
Live character Goat Boy - hoped her dedication

Herald reporter

would be rewarded.
"We're expecting front row seats," she said.
Before the doors opened at 7:30 p.m., the crowd
had stretched down the steps on the front side of
DUC, past the ATMs along the sidewalk - almost
to the Preston Center, two blocks away.
Women pulled their jackets closer and men buttoned up higher on their shirts to fight the c~Jl.
Western police Sergeant Jody Burton estimated
the crowd to be between 2,000 and 2,500.
Lebanon sophomore Jennifer Cook said she
was about 200 students from getting in the door
and couldn't even tell how long the line was
behind her.
"I was very disappointed, especially after standing out in the cold," said Cook, a SNL fan since
age 11.
..
"I definitely think they could have had 1t m
Diddle," she said.
Campus Activities Board member Jason Seay
helped bring Breuer to campus. Seay said he handed out promotional CAB merchandise to the students left out in the cold and explained why the
show wasn't held in a bigger venue.

Eugene's story

Toppers are co-champs

On Thursday:

A Western student learns about
autism because his daughter suffers
from the disease. Page 7.

Western clinched a share of
the Gateway Football Conference
this weekend. Back Page.

We take a look at Westem's
men's basketball team's chances
of defeating top-ranked Arizona.
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Domino's Pizza is now Big Red Card
friendly.
The company beat out Papa John's, Pizza
Hut and Doughboy's to be the exclusive
pizza delivery service accepting Big Red dollars and dining dollars from Western students.
Auxiliary Services director Rob Chrii;ler
said Domino's was chosen because it offered
the best monetary return to Dining Services,.
Domino's also agreed to several requi,rements, includindrig_ c_arrying kaddditioh~al insllrdance policies,
vmg mar e ve 1c1es an
having workers use their own ID cards when
entering dorms.
"It was very important to us for our
restrictions to be met," Chrisler said. "And
Domino's has other programs on campuses
like Clemson and the University of Alabama,
so they knew what things to put on the table."
Chad Day, marketing director for Seagle
Pizza Inc., a company which oversees a
number of Domino's franchise stores, said he
expects business to boom once the delivery
system is up and running.

9

Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for a multimedia
presentation about senior Amy
Merrick's trip to Africa
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Weather watch
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't give up my dog for
1
"I'm homeless by ch~ice because.
car, legs out the door,
a house," said Steven Came as he sat m
feeding dog biscuits to his dog, D~live in his car after he lost
Caine, almost 51, made the choice to
t he could afford that
his home. He was unable to find an apartmen
would allow him to keep his d?g·,
take a pet," he said.
"Everywhere I went they didn t want to
bee li ·
. C .
t bankrupt about a year ago he has
n vmg
Smce
ame wen
. ff S
ville Road
· hi b k d
red Chevrolet Cavalier o cotts
·
m s ro en- own,
.
with a donkey, Bob.
He previously owned a farm outsid~ of town,
th h lter?'"
'The first thing I get is 'Why didn't you go to e s e ·
Caine said.
His answer is simple.
. ,,
.
'The shelter didn't want the pet on the pr~~ses: _he,srud·
Although living in his car was Caine's decISion, It Isn tan easy

.,.

one.
all 'gh " h
"It's cutting my circulation off sleeping in _the car ru t, e
said. " ... Usually I clean up in the bathroom m Waffle Ho~se.•~ I
have to take a sponge bath. I do that around 3 in the morrung. .
Right now Caine survives solely on unen:iployment and disability, but his disability checks will stop co~g ~rpec. 1.
Though he isn't working right now, he srud he Isn t a slouch,
just a victim of unfortunate circumstances.
'They just don't understand because they've never been
there," he said.
Caine is now estranged from his family. He isn't really sure
why.
"My own son doesn't even stop by here no more," he said.
- Price Chambers

i',

Chambers is a senior photojournalism major from Nashville. You
can c_ontact him at pricepj2k@yahoo.com
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AFFORDABLE AUTO SALES

► Crime Report.I
Arrests

Reports

♦ Gary Glenn Cavitt Jr., Owensboro, was
charged Sunday with driving under the influence and speeding in a restricted zone. He was
released the same day from Warren County
Regional Jail on an unsecured bond.
♦ Edward Anthony Contreras, Patton Way,
was charged Friday with driving under the
influence and speeding in a restricted zone. He
was released the same day from Warren
County Regional Jail on a surety bond.
♦ Andrew N. Southard, Sherwood
Avenue, was charged Wednesday with driving
under the influence. He was released
Thursday from Warren County Regional Jail
on a $650.20 cash bond.

♦ Greg D. Threat, Schneider Hall, reported Sunday $150 in property stolen from his
dorm laundry room.
♦ Michael W. Robertson, BarnesCampbell Hall, reported Friday his backpack
and its contents, worth $ ll 1, stolen from the
Thompson Complex Center Wing second
floor science lounge.
♦ Maria Y. Rebollar, Neal Street, reported
Thursday a wallet and its contents worth $263
stolen from the Topper Cafe in Downing
University Center.
♦ Joel W. Eade, Pearce-Ford Tower,
reported Friday criminal mischief at the PFT
service supply drive. A video camera worth
$230 was damaged.

♦ A fire alarm was set Thursday in Keen
Hall. Burnt food was found in the fifth floor
kitchen.
♦ A male student in PFT reported
Thursday harassing communications via
Instant Messenger.
♦ Christopher R. Benge, PFT, reported
Friday $550 cash stolen from his dorm
room.
- ♦ Josh K. Barlow, PFT, reported Friday
property worth $150 stolen from his dorm
room Thursday.
♦ Shanna L. McDonald, PFT, reported
Friday property worth $65 stolen from her
dorm.
♦ Chris M. Alfaro, Poland Hall, reported
Friday property worth $330 stolen from
PFT.

Many nice vehicles under $4,000!

-il

Clean, Quality
Pre-Owned
Vehicles
cell 791-1151

2835 Louisville Road

Office 846-3325
Eric Wheeler, Owner

Bowling Green, KY 42101

► Clearing
♦ Due to a Herald error, the
full name of Nappy Roots band
member Skinny DeVille was
incorrect in an article on the
front page of Thursday's issue.
His full name is William
Rahsaan Hughes. The Herald
regrets the error.
♦ The College Heights Herald con-ects all confirmed errors
that are brought to reporters' or
editors' attention. Please call
745-6011 or 745-5044 to report
a correction, or e-mail us at herald@wkuherald.com.

► Briefs
Scholarship available
Applications are now being
accepted for a $8,000 Phi Kappa
Phi Graduate Scholarship.
Seniors planning to attend professional or graduate school with
a 3.8 grade point average are eligible to apply. Application are
due by Feb. 1, 2003. For more
information, contact Marion
Lucas at 5736.

Directories coming out
tomorrow
The 2002-03 Student, Faculty
and Staff Campus Directory will
be available at the Downing
University Center Information
Desk, Garrett Conference Center
Information Desk, Wetherby
Administration Building Lobby
and Van Meter Hall room 103
beginning tomorrow.

Miss Kentucky pageant
set for Dec. 1
Women 18 to 27 are eligible
to apply for the 2003 Miss
Kentucky USA Pageant. The
event will be held at 7:30 p.m. on
Dec. 1 at the Center for Rural
Development in Somerset. For
more information contact Betty
Clark at (270) 527-1912.
- Jessica Sasseen

Tender cuts of
all-white-meat
chicken breast with a
kick of Buffalo flavor
baked right in.

More than $1,000 stolen in PFT
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter
More than $1,000 in property and cash was
stolen Friday from two rooms in Pearce-Ford Tower.
Campus police aren't sure whether the events are
related - there was no sign of forced entry in either
- and they are still looking for suspects.
According to a campus police report, Henderson
freshman Shanna McDonald had $65 taken from her
room before noon Friday.
Between 9 p.m. and 2 a.m, $550 in cash was
stolen from the room of Frankfort freshmen Chris
Benge and Josh Barlow, along with a Playstation,
Nintendo Gamecube and three games worth about
$480. Some of the property belonged to another PFT
resident.
"As far as I know, there are not any suspects,"

Capt. Eugene Hoofer said.
Barlow said he believes he knows who broke
into his room. He said he thinks someone took his
key, then returned it to his key chain.
"I have a pretty good understanding of who did
it, I just can't prove it," Barlow said. "I just lost a
friend really, or who I thought was a friend."
Benge could not be reached for comment.
McDonald said initially she was upset about the
break-in, but she doesn't want to make it a big deal.
"I guess you could expect your car being broken
into, but you expect your room to be locked up and
safe, not having to have a lock box to keep your stuff
in," she said. "I'm just glad that it wasn't something
more sentimental to me. It was just money."

Reach Jessica Sasseen at news@wkuherald.com

Try a 10-pc. order
for Just $5,99
with any pizza purchase

Serving West B.G. & WKU:

781-9494
2201 Stonehenge Ave .

B.G. Bypass Vicinity:

South B.G. & Dine In:

781-6083

781-1000
3901 Scottsville Rd.

1505 U.S. 31W Bypass
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for GIS Day!
Industrial ucation Buildi ng
3~floor (next to Helm Library)
1-3 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov 20
GIS map gallery, demonstrations,
and details on opportunities
in GIS at Western.
Special Presentation 1n EST
~oom 337 at 7:30 p.m.
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Expires: 12-31-02
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Poor attendance, fire alarm plague safety forum
BY JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporter
At 4:45 p.m. Thursday, room
305 of the Downing University
Center was empty. The campus
safety forum was scheduled to
begin at 5 p.m. With 15 minutes
until show time, the room was
deserted.
Five panelists slowly filed in,
along with members of the
Student Government Association's executive council. At a
few minutes after five, the trick.le
of attendants came to a halt. Eight
students, five panel members,
three reporters, one photographer
and the vice president for Student
Affairs sat in the room. It still
appeared empty.

Few students showed up at the attention from the panelists. SGA
safety forum to question the cam member Patti Johnson asked
pus police on safety issues and questions about guns in residence
express their views on problem halls. She was also discouraged
areas.
by the lack of attendance.
Panel members offered sug"I think it's pretty sad that you
gestions to keep students safer know you can go around and tell
until the meeting wa<; cut short by students and hand out pama fire alarm.
phlets," Johnson said. "You can
The objective of the monthly put them up on the walls, and
forums is to provide a voice for people still complain and tell you
students, SGA vice president to talk for them."
John Bradley said.
Many members of the panel
"It's really important that we were from campus police. They
do this," Bradley said. "It's one of included Investigations Commthe only ways we get input from ander Jerry Phelps, Staff Commstudents. Generally, people don't ander Mike Wallace, Chief of
come to us. This is our attempt to Police Robert Deane, Capt.
Eugene Hoofer and Crime
go to the students."
With so few attendants, stu- Prevention Officer Joe Harbaugh.
Deane suggested students
dents were given one-on-one

"think safety." This includes
females traveling together and
telling their roommate whom
they're going with and when
they're expected back, watching
out for all personal belongings,
locking dorm and car doors at all
times and hiding valuables.
"Our expectations are to be
available to the students, faculty
and staff to answer any questions
they have about safety on the
campus. Sometimes it's a matter
of misunderstanding," Deane
said. "I would have liked to have
seen more students here. But at
least we did have some concerned students here who are asking us questions, and hopefully
we are clarifying for them and
making it easier for them."

As the students asked questions and panelists answered,
smoke began to slowly filter into
the room. Discussion slowed,
then the fire alarm sounded.
"What happened was they had
some sewage problems. Storm
drains were stopped up - they
were running smoke through it to
see where it was stopped up,"
Hoofer said. "The smoke then got
into the ventilation system."
Participants slowly filed out
of SGA chambers, ending the
forum.
SGA president Jamie Sears
was not discouraged by the premature ending or the poor attendance.
"I just hope (the forums) get
bigger, but we're not going to

stop having them just because of
low attendance," Sears said. "Ith
a really, really good way for students to listen to some information and to tell administrators
their concerns. I think that's
priceless."
Deane is comfortable with
the safety level on campus, but
said there is room for improvement.
"If I could get students to be
more careful and more conscious
. . . we would have even less
crime statistics than we have
now," he said. "It's relatively
safe, and that's the way we want
to keep it."
Reach Jessica Sasseen at
news@wkuherald.com

Committee selects alumna Plan will connect inew students
for new director position
BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Herald reporter

Operations manager
now up for grabs
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
The nation-wide search for a
new bookstore director is over,
and Western found the winner in
its own backyard.
Shawna Cawthorn, former
operations manager at the bookstore, was named the new director after a committee interviewed 49 other candidates.
Cawthorn was one of only two
Western employees seeking the
position.
"I knew I was going to stay
with the bookstore either way, as
the operations manager or the
new director," Cawthorn said. "I
wanted the best person to run the
store, whether it was me or not."
.... ,. Auxili~rv
, .. ,
--1 Services Director

· Rob Chrisler said Cawthorn's Western, both undergraduate
status as the operations manager and graduate, she thinks she
understands what students
didn't affect the decision.
The committee was focused expect of the bookstore, and
on fihding someone who was a now she is in a position to make
changes.
team-builder and
The first item on
could relate to stu"We're
greedy.
her
agenda is teamdents. To find that
work.
person,
Western We want the
"That's the great
opened the position
thing about my
to candidates out- best that we
team. They are
side the university.
very, very willing to
"We're greedy.
_ Rob Chrisler pitch in and help,"
We want the best
Cawthorn
said.
that we can get,"
auxrnary ·~ ~ ~ ·
"They actually enChrisler said, adding that Cawthorn competed joy being able to learn new
against candidates with 20 years things that are outside of their
of experience and still came out scope."
Cawthorn's former position
on top.
"The idea of working with a is up for grabs. She said she may
team had to come to the front, be pulling double duty while a
committee is formed to review
and she had that," he said.
Cawthorn is already begin- applicants for her old job.
ning to. work on her strategic
Reach Beth Sewell at
plan.
As a former student at news@wkuherald.com.

can get."

Next fall, freshmen will be
together 24 hours a day.
A new plan for freshman
seminar courses will give some
freshmen the option not only to
attend class together, but also
to live and socialize together in
learning communities.
This past summer, the UC101 Governing Committee,
formed by Provost Barbara
Burch with the intention of
implementing changes in the
class, developed five sub-committees to deal with freshman
seminar.
Enrollment manager instructor Nathan Phelps is chair
of the Learning Communities
Committee.
Burch explained that the
learning communities are
being developed through a
partnership between enrollment management, student
affairs, UC-101 and Housing
and Residence Life.
Phelps said administrators
believe the new learning com-

munities could boost freshman said, two groups will be
retention at Western.
excluded from the communi"The goal is to retain stu- ties: the honors program students successfully," Burch dents and those who may need
developmental courses.
said.
Phelps said the
Burch said the
learning communilearning commuties will link classnities will be for
es together. He said retain students
students
taking
there will be a successfully."
typical first-year
common body of
classes.
students that will
- Barbra Burch
Phelps
said
take classes togethprovost having
students
er.
live together in
In addition to
Bates will allow
this, Phelps said
faculty to come to the dorm
his committee is working to and use the teaching tools that
have faculty members coordi- are available.
nate their curriculum so the
The learning communities
classes freshmen take will be
will not be limited to freshconnected.
men living in dorms. Phelps
But the learning communisaid the communities will be
ties will not end with classes
- they will extend to dorm available to freshmen living
off-campus, and in the future,
life.
Bates-Runner Hall will be may be available for upperthe first dorm to participate in level classes.
"I think this is just the tip
the learning communities next
of
the iceberg," Burch said.
fall.
Burch said the dorm will
accommodate 140 freshmen Reach Molly O'Connor at
for the new program. But, she news@wkuhe raid. com.

"The goal is to

We have gone crazy!

BUY ONE
GET ONE
50% OFF
Selected apparel
at the

University
.
Bookstore
'

NO FURTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY

Sale good
November 19-27
Visit us online at
www.wku.edu/Info/Bookstore
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OPINION··•

"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "

Editor Caroline Lynch:
editor@wkuherald.com
News editor Rex Hall Jr.:
news@wkuherald.com
Opinion editor Brandy Warren:
hera/d@wkuherald.com

- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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There was no way Campus Activities Board could have expected that type ofturnout.

Don't leave student interest out in the cold again
'

N

o one expected the crowds. During a
cold day last week, students began lining up to see comedian Jim Breuer, a
Saturday Night Live alum and star of the
cult hit "Half Baked."
They started lining up at about 3:30 p.m.
By the 8 p.m. show time, an estimated 2,000
students were lined up.
Only about 800 actually got to see the show.
The rest were locked out and went home.
There was no way Campus Activities Board
members could have expected that type of turnout.
But maybe next time they will.
In the past, Western students have sparsely
attended Western or CAB events. Only small
crowds showed up for Blessed Union of.Souls and
Sister Hazel. Rapper Ice-T couldn't even pack
DUC Theatre.
Who would've thought a man known to many
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as "Goatboy" would leave
more than 1,200 students out
in the cold?
For all CAB officials
knew, this could have been
another half-empty crowd.
There's a lesson here.
Apparently, Western students like to see people who
make them laugh. Let's take
note of that and bring in
some more.
Case in point - Breuer.
About 2,000 people.
Loveline co-host Dr. Drew Pinsky. A near
capacity crowd in 1,000-seat Van Meter
Auditorium.
Western students fork over a lot of money every
year to fund CAB's budget. Every year CAB tries

ed circuit television on
the performance on Clos
. h
l
Channel 12 fonnerly our campus mov1e_c anne t'
'
. DUC Sure the envtronmen
or on a screen m
·
'
·
won't be there, but at least people will get tol see it.
♦ If the show sells out, do two shows. t may
d
y but it has been known to happen
soun crWhaz ' J
Seinfeld performed at the
before
en erry
1
.
.Th
. Louisville there was a cause m
Palace eater m
,
Id t, he
his contract that said if the ftrst show so ou
would perform another.
.
if
Sure it costs extra money. But m our case,
students are that interested in seeing a show, why
not fork over the extra cash? .
We just hope these suggestions keep more students out of the cold and inside the fun.

to bring in people that students like. Despite their
efforts, rarely do students
show up for the events.
Let's· bring in some
more people like Breuer.
And here are suggestions for avoiding future
shut~outs.
♦ Offer · tickets in
ad>1apce., At least this will
give officials an idea of
how many people will
show up at the event.
Don't make it a general admission show. Students
who show up and get advance tickets get better
seating.
♦ Closed circuit televisions. If a show sells out
and there's crowd of 1,000 waiting to get in, show

This editorial represents the majority opinio~
of the Herald's JO-member board of student editors.
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Kudos for "A Chorus Une"
The Western and Warren County
communities are very fortunate to
have so much student talent on
Western's campus. Western students
not only excel in the classroom, succeed on the athletic fields and floors,
and dazzle _in forensics, but after seeing "A Chorus Line" Sunday before a
sold out crowd, you can mark with a
capital "T" the tantalizing talent and
performance of our Theatre and Dance
students.
The standing ovation given members of the cast was well deserved and
an accurate reflection of the hard work
and effort most certainly devoted in
putting together such a first-class
musical presentation. For two and a
half hours I literally forgot I was in
Bowling Green. Instead, it felt as if I
was in New York or Chicago watching
a Broadway production.
Kudos for all the students, faculty,
and staff who had a hand in "A Chorus
Line." Not only did you do yourselves
proud, you also reflected positively to
thousands of community members
about the first class quality of programming this institution is producing.
Thanks and great work.

Wood Selig
Athletics Director

Find a bigger venue
To the Campus Activites Board:
Bring Nappy Roots back to
Western. Bring any and every entertainer that you can get your hands on.
But on behalf of myself and the hundreds who stood out in the cold for
hours to see Jim Breuer this past

Thursday night, only to be told that we
weren't getting in, please find a venue
that can accommodate everyone. An
800-seat theater just doesn't cut it
when you bring a nationally known
comedian to our campus. I understand
that you had to fit the date into his
schedule, and that other venues (i.e.
Van Meter) were already booked, but
not everyone can get in line for an 8
p.m. show at 4 in the afternoon. If you
happen to get Nappy Roots to add us to
their campus tour, keep a few things in
mind:
1. They are extremely popular find a place big enough for everybody,
or expect a riot.
2. If you' re worried about rain at an
outdoors concert, find a venue that has
a roof ... maybe an ARENA?
3. Closed-circuit television and a
few strategically placed big-screens. If
you can't get everyone to the show,
then give us the next best thing.
Finally, to the lucky 800 who got to
see Jim Breuer, congrats. For the rest
of us, better luck next time I guess.

Josh James
Bowling Green junior

Wa hurts more than just U.S.
I am a bit amused about the articles
I have been reading lately in the
Herald. It seems that there are a lot of
students and even professors who are
asking us to give peace a chance. I
would just like to state that they're
right, we should be giving peace a
chance.
However, I would like to ask them
one thing. How can they be such hypocrites? They talk about how we
should avoid spilling the blood of our

'

men and women in uniforms and how it has"been sitting all night, and find a
we should avoid war because of the parki9g, spot ·designated for students
innocent men, women and children before -I get a ticket. After my third
time cruising 'the parking structure, I
who inevitably die in the conflict.
Well what about all those innocent came to the conclusion that limited
men and women of China who are sen- parking isn't just a nuisance anymore,
tenced to death because their govern- it is a major problem at Western.
I know that this problem is not
ment won' t let them practice a religion
new. But with all the money my felof their own?
What about the innocent men and low students and I pay in tuition, fees
women of Cuba who seem to magical- and a parking permit, we should be
ly disappear when they voice dissent able tQ always find a parking spot. The
most\~~nvenient parking spots are
about their government?
and Western
What about the people of Iraq who reserved fodaculty,
are led into polling places with sol- vehicles. But without the students,
diers standing right there at the there would be no Western Kentucky
entrance, and asked to vote on how University.
Where are our convenient spots?
they think their leader doing?
Of course Hussein is going to get a Maybe professors should get a taste of
100 percent of the vote. He keeps his what it,is like having to park on campus as. student in 2002. I would like
people in total fear of him.
\
What about the innocent men, ' to imagine seeing my instructors havwomen and children of Sept. 11 who ing to hike up from Egypt lot to their
died just because they were at tht; offices and classrooms on the top of
the Hilt .
wrong place at the wrong time?
If having' all the worst spots on
None of the people above deserved
campus
is not enough, the spots we do
to die or live in fear. We have the
have
are
being slowly taken over by
world's greatest military. It is set up in
a way that it can deliver the most dev- Western official vehicles.
They have their own designated
astating blow with one hand and offer
spots in the p.arking structure, yet they
a helping hand with the other.
As I stated at the beginning of the park.in. the stu~eot parking spots.
A university should be dedicated to
letter, I would like to give peace a
its
students. With ~11 the money we
chance. But history has shown if
pay,
there n.eeds to be compensation
you're going to accomplish something
other'
than great education. Instead
it is best to use both hands!
of
investing
millions in renovations to
Richard Walters
our
basketball
arena, Western should
Lexington sophomore
spend some of our cash to add to the
parking structure or to build another
Parking still terrible
one. This parking situation is getting
I woke up this morning and thought ridiculous.

Letters policy
, 'rhe.,H.er~d encourages readers

fo \.rite l~tters <>A topics of public
lnt-e,;~$t•.H~re.#e a :few guidelines:
♦
counts. This isn't
c~s. . .. ...•
(lon)t submit p~agiarit¢d iffl\tetiat,
1Z:
::>!(.

more

staff

a

a

"It's that time again." Time to move
my car out of Grise parking lot, where

Elizabeth Gholami
Loµisvi/le sophopzore

' include your
rnqst
g.e .nwnljer~ hometown
ificatj.on

a,i

or title.

Without

l\, they will; n<>f ge c<.>usidered foe

pubGeation.•, .

♦ Tue~ltendd reserves the right

to edit all letters ,fQr style,, gramroaf;l~ngtb and clarity. The Herald
d0<)$,not pnllt libelous letters.

.1,t

ou want to e*m,'dl a letter

.to 'th . . or, don.' t send it as an

:'.tttac1nnent. wWe use Macintosh
c9mputers,

,! Letters .may not tun in every

e<liti<m. 4\le fQ space constraints.
Here's bow to .reach us:
♦ E-mail us at
berald@wkqhetaJd.co.m.
♦ F4X us at 74$-2697.

♦ Call U$ at745*6291.

• Visit the Herald office at
lll Gatltd Conference Center.
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Otherthan
ml(Siclans,
what type of
pertonn,rs

woulclt,ou
Ike to see

a1--.11,

"Get more Africai'I
Americans to come.·

Sharnicka Mc:Murry.
J.,.oul$vllle Junior

"Wayne Brady...He's
pretty funoy."
Clay Hamed
Lebanon Junction
sophomore

"Motivational speakers."

"8eing a business major

Robert ThOmton
L.twlsvill& Jurilor

speakets."

... more motivational
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ROBBERY: Police arrest intruders DOMINO'S: ID can be used for payment
the two girls that were there just
bolted out the door," he said.
"I was thinking, 'Man, I can't
Bowling Green police say they
believe this is really happening,"' weren't on the run for long. Less
Hamilton said.
than two hours later, those two
Higgins could not be reached women and the armed intruders
for comment.
were arrested in Poland and
A check card and $300 cash charged with armed robbery of
were taken from the victims, said the five people in the apartment.
Officer Penny Bowles, a Bowling
Ashley Nicole Moore, Sallie
Green police spokeswoman.
Trenice Palmer, Tiffany Renee
As the women searched the Abernathy and Nicole Phillip
apartment, someone else knocked Hite, all 18, were charged with
on the front door, Hamilton said. first degree robbery and unlawful
When no one answered, that per- possession of a weapon.
son apparently left. The two
The group was arrested in
armed intruders soon made their Moore's room. She and Hite are
exit.
Western students from Louisville.
Hamilton broke free from the
Police report finding the debit
tape and dialed 911. The two card in Palmer's pocket. They
women that had earlier asked to also found a stun gun and shotgun
see Higgins objected, Hamilton in Rite's Jeep, parked near
Poland.
said.
Palmer was also charged with
''When I'm calling the police,

CO NTINU ED FR OM FRONT PAGE

possession of crack cocaine and
promoting contraband, a police
report said.
The women were being held
in Warren County Regional Jail
yesterday.
Howard Bailey, dean of
Student Life, said the university is
investigating the incident and
exploring possible sanctions.
Suspension or expulsion of the
arrested students could follow.
This isn't the first incident at
the apartment.
Hamilton said someone broke
into the apartment a week ago,
though nothing was stolen.
"I was always under the
assumption that I was in the safest
place in Bowling Green,"
. Hamilton said.

Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PA&E
"We've looked at other
schools like Alabama that have
done things like this, and
they've seen an increase," Day
said.
Day said starting Dec. 2,
Domino's Pizza will accept
payment from the 3,900 students holding Big Red dollars
and the 1,500 students with dining dollars. Domino's will not
accept Meal Plans.
Students living off campus
can also use the service.
Chrisler said the system
allows students to call Domino's and give their student ID
number (commonly their social
security number), thereby
allowing Domino's to pull up
their dining account. Upon

delivery, the student will show
their Big Red card and sign a
receipt.
Domino's will periodically
tum in the receipts so the ID
center can cross-reference signatures to insure safety.
Day said although students
might be hesitant to give their
ID number out, they shouldn't
be concerned.
"It hasn't been an issue at
any of the other schools we've
looked at," Day said. "And
- there are enough security measures in place to protect students."
Bowling Green junior Matthew Pava said he plans on
using the new system with his
Big Red dollars, although
ordering Domino's will be a
new experience.

"I've never really had
Domino's," Pava said. "I
would've thought Papa John's
would have won, but it's not
really that big of a deal to me."
According to a dining services survey, Papa John's was
the favorite among students.
But Chrisler said the corporation didn't have any experience
in exclusive contracts, and didn't make as attractive an offer
to Western during negotiations.
Chrisler also noted that
although Pizza Hut wasn't
offered this particular contract,
they did sign a contract with
Westem's athletics department
to sell pizza exclusively in
Diddle Arena.

Reach Beth Sewell at
news@wkuherald.com.

Here's what you can afford for the Holidays due to Outrageous Cell phone Bills:
For the Mom:

For the Dad:

For the Signifjcant Other:

•
Pocket Lint
(not actual size) .

Paper Clips
(:t;tot the colorful ones)

Pennies
(not shiny)

Our bill won't make you cut back on Holiday Shopping.
Use the Student Telephone Service! (270)745-5466 • (866)237-0007

I

\

Novern~r I9~002
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DON'T
BE
THIS
au,
New office to enhance diversity
rr-"

BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Hel'ald repol'ter
After serving for five years
as ass·istant dean of Potter
College, John Hardin will be
mo~ing on to help diversify
Western as Assistant to the
Provost for Diversity Enhancement.
Hardin, who was assigned
to the new position by Provost
Barbara Burch, began his new
role Oct. I.
While he is making the
transition to his new position,
Hardin said he is still helping
with duties in Potter until his
former position is filled.
Burch said Hardin has been
very active in finding ways to

increase diversity on campus.
And the deans and faculty she
spoke with recognized him as
a contributor for diversity
enhancement. She said he
became a logical choice for
the position.
Hardin said diversity is the
philosophy that everyone is
different. He said by exposing
students to a diverse faculty,
Western is helping students
adapt.
Burch said Hardin 's duties.
will include working to get
diverse, qualified faculty and
staff, achieve diversity enhancement objectives and improve communication about
diversity.
Burch said Hardin will

work with the office of the
Provost, deans, department
heads, faculty, academic and
student affairs staffs and the
Equal Opportunity Office to
accomplish those goals.
Hardin will also continue
working as an associate professor in the history department.
Hardin said his first goal in
the new position will be to
work with the different departments at Western to create the
widest pool of candidates for
faculty positions.
"It's important that we have
diversity," he said.
Reach Molly O 'Connor at
news@wkuherald.com.

NASH: Western won't pay more
Co TIAQfO FROM FRONT PA&E

Western will pay for the procedure, which
university officials say could cost up to
$500,000. It will also pay up to $10,000 for
food and lodging expenses.
"I don't believe anyone at this point could
say how much this is going to cost," Grise
said, explaining that Presley is sti II in
Minnesota undergoing treatment at the
Fairview University Medical Center.
Human Resources Director Tony Glisson
previously said the transplant claim will affect
insurance premiums for employees next year.
The Nashes are responsible for an annual
$400 deductible, a $1,000 co-insurance payment and any co-pay incurred from emergency room and medical office visit fees.
For three months, Western and the Nashes
have gone back and forth, disputing exactly
what the university will cover under Staci
Nash's insurance plan and if the lawsuit
should be dropped.
Grise said the settlement documents the
university's coverage. He said he's satisfied
with the settlement.
"That's a good thing for Western. They' re
not going to incur any (more) legal fees on

this case."
When the suit wasn't dropped, general
counsel Deborah Wilkins expressed concern
that the fami ly intended to ask for punitive
damages.
Now the only costs still up in the air are
attorneys' fees.
Wilkins said Grise will charge approximately $15,000. It is likely the fees will also
be covered by the university's self-insurance
plan, but President Gary Ransdell will make
the final decision.
Ransdell hasn't made a decision about payment of legal fees.
"I just got a call that-it's been settled," he
said. "It's not a discussion I had yet."
A hearing scheduled for today to dismiss
the lawsuit was dropped because of the settlement.
Instead all the parties will file an agreed
order of dismissal, Wilkins said.
"We're pleased that we've been able to
resolve it," Wilkins said.
Neither Staci and Brian Nash nor their
attorney, Janice Weiss, could be reached for
comment.
Reach Mai Hoang at news@wkuherald.com.

*
Take advantage of this opportunity to get your
Senior Portrait made for the 2003 Talisman.
For appointment, contact
www.ouryear.com
367 access code
Photographers will be here this week in
DUC, Room 230

WALK-INS WELCOME!

GRADUATING SENIORS!
Do You WANT To LEAVE YOUR MARK ON WESTERN?

SGA is now taking applications for
December Graduates for the Hall of
Distinguished Seniors.
Apply Online at ww.wku.edu/sga or pick up an
application in DUC room 130.
Applications are due December 15th.
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photos b\' Colleen Carroll
Eugene Helton, ·a non-traditional Western student, plays with his 6-year-old daughter Savanah, who was diagnosed with aut ism at age 3. "She's made me
understand myself better, gave me the courage to go back to school, be more than what I am, and I'm grateful for that ," Eugene said. ,

Scene

Howone family
lives with a
child's disability

into a fetal position, screaming. They try
to pick her up, but she howls in pain.
The terrified parents rush Savanah to
Scene I: The question
the pediatrician. By the time they reach
Yells and giggles echo across the the office, Savanah stops screaming. The
playground at Basil Griffin Park. Ten doctor says she's fine. He says it's probaboys race from jungle gym to curly slide bly a tantrum: Savanah is cutting teeth.
to merry-go-round, their imaginations
Eugene and Amy take her home.
moving as fast as their feet.
Their daughter b_egins withdrawing.
Off to the side is a girl dressed all in
Autism is a severely disabling disorpurple. Her chestnut hair has a slight der that usually appears within the first
wave that ends just below her shoulders. two-and-a-half years of life. Since the
She stares at the boys, but doesn't really early 1990s. cases have increased more
see them. Her gray eyes are glazed.
than 1,300 percent.
The Autism
She plays by herself until she runs to Research Institute, or ARI, now estimates
her father's side and uses all her strength 60 or every 10.()()() children have some
to pull him toward the swing.
fom1 or the disease.
She doesn't speak, not even "Please."
The reasons for the increase are still
One of the boys, the one with the curi- uncertain, but some researchers make a
ous eyes and a slight lisp, walks over to strong case for the over vaccinations of
the father.
infants. according to the ARI.
"Does she have autism?" he asks.
The Heltons believe Savanah's autism
"Yes, she does," the father answers. was triggered by the required vaccine for
"How did you know?"
measles. She didn't begin showing any
The boy shrugs his shoulders. "It symptoms until just after the MMR shots.
takes one to know one."
"You can't convince us that's not what
Six-year-old Savanah Helton was
happened," Arny says.
born with her mother's
ARI says there has been
gray eyes and her father's
no conclusive research on the
chestnut hair. For her first
subject. But try telling that to
two-and-a-half years, there stuck in her
a first-time father who was
were no warning signs. She
n just getting used to hearing
made messes when she ate
his baby's voice.
and played with her dolls.
"Daddy" was the first
- Eugene Helton
But almost a year later,
Bowling Green se mr word Savanah said. After
after numerous doctors
she was diagnosed, Eugene
misdiagnosed her condiwaited two years before she
tion, a Louisville pediatrician gave said "Daddy" again.
Eugene and Amy Helton the news that,
Scene I II: The drawing
years later, took a 10-year-old boy minEugene is volunteering at Allen
utes to figure out.
County Primary School one morning as
It's a different world the Hellons live the teacher helps Savanah with her art.
in now, something almost out of a
The teacher draws a circle on a piece
Hollywood script. In their life, scenes of of white paper and urges Savanah to
fear and grief are littered between draw a smiley face. Savanah nonchalantmoments of triumph and elation.
ly places a small, dark spot in the circle.
But in this movie, there are no standEugene thinks it's a coincidence.
ins for the difficult scenes.
Then the teacher asks Savanah to draw
After years of practice, the Heltons U1e other eye. Savanah's tiny hand pushare still learning what roles to play.
es the pencil and adds another spot, and
"She's been a wild teacher," says then a crooked smile. Eugene's eyes
Eugene, a Bowling Green senior.
hegin to tear. It's the first time since her
diagnosis that Savanah has followed
Scene II: The cause
Just two days after Savanah's 15- directions.
According to the Center for the Study
month immunizations, she's taking an
afternoon nap in her Allen County home. of Autism, an autistic child often has
Her parents are in the other room when trouble listening to adults. They typically
Savanah emits an earth-shattering shriek. don't make eye contact or listen when
Eugene and Amy run to their daughter their name is called, and they have trouand find her on the kitchen floor curled ble following verbal directions.
BY ERI CA W ALSH

Herald reporter

"It's bke she's

own world •••

Eugene and Savanah take a walk in the rain. The only thing that really
matters to me is that she doesn't end up in a facility when we're gone.
She's my angel," Eugene said.

J

An autistic child may stare into space
for hours. Many can't communicate.
Both sides of Savanah's brain work,
Eugene says, but the side that understands what people are asking has trouble
telling the other side to do what they say.
"It just hurts when you don't know
what they want," Eugene said. "Amy has
much more patience with it than I do."
There's no cure, even though some
symptoms may fade. Still, most children
will carry symptoms their entire lives.
The crude pencil sketch is framed on
top of Eugene and Amy's dresser so its
first thing they see when they wake up. It
reminds them to live for the little things.
Scene JV: The park
On a cool, cloudy October afternoon
this year, Eugene and Savanah meet fellow members of an Autism/Asperger's
Syndrome support group and their children at Basil Griffin Park.
Amy was supposed to have come and
baked a cake, but she got called in to
work. Eugene doesn't mind, because he
and Savanah love the park.
Of all the children gathered, Savanah
is the only girl.
Dr. Stephen M. Edelson of the Center
for the Study of Autism in Salem, Ore.
says autism is three times more likely to
affect males.
Being a girl isn't the only thing separating Savanah from the others. She is
also the only child who can't communicate. Eugene watches her closely to see
how she reacts to the other families.
She plays alone for a while then runs
to her father's side. She keeps close to
Eugene for the rest of the afternoon.
Ten-year-old Jacob Brennenstuhl
arrives at the same time as the Heltons.
Jacob has Asperger's syndrome, a disease similar to autism, but less disabling.
Savanah has a more severe form of
the disease. While she communicates in
shrieks and clicks, Jacob rattles off vocab
words better than some high school sophomores.
Jacob watches Savanah grab Eugene's hand and drag him toward the
swings. She laughs and clicks her tongue
as she mes higher and higher. Jacob turns
to Eugene as he pushes Savanah.
"ls that your little girl?" he asks.
Eugene smiles. "Yes, she sure is."
"Well, she's very pretty," Jacob says,
as he walks toward the balance beam.
Eugene's eyes gleam with pride.
"I love that boy already and I don't
even know him," he says.
Betty Brennenstuhl, Jacob's mother,
leads the Helton's support group. She
remembers the desperation in Amy's
voice when the mother first called.
Usually, Brennenstuhl recommends
that parents of children with Savanah's
level of autism attend a support group in
Glasgow for parents of lower-functioning children.
But something about the Heltons was
different.
"We thought we could help them,"
she said. 'Tuey seemed so eager and
determined."
Maybe that's where Savanah gets her
spunk.
Scene V: The chase
Eugene is in the living room. Amy
walks in wrinkling her brow.
The house is quiet. Too quiet. There's
no sound coming from Savanah's room,
and there's no rustling in the kitchen, as
happens sometimes when she's searching
for a snack.

Eugene and Savanah enjoy an afternoon at Basil Griffin Park.

"Is Savanah in here?" Amy asks.
Eugene shakes his head no. He releas
es the footrest on his armchair.
Amy checks the bedrooms and
kitchen and finds an open door. Within
seconds, Eugene is up and out the front.
Amy is already searching the backyard.
For a few tense seconds, Savanah has
vanished. Suddenly Eugene spies her
around the side of the house. When she
sees him, she only smiles and runs faster.
Eugene returns, Savanah slung over
his shoulder. He's out of breath, she's
laughing.
"She loves getting chased," Amy
says. "She thought it was a game.''
Sometimes Eugene gets frustrated.
Children with autism can throw
uncontrollable tantrums, show no interest
in people and complete strange, repeated
activities with no apparent purpose.
according to ARI.
While Amy is the one Savanah turns
to when she's hungry or thirsty, Eugene is
there for the fun and games.
Eugene has worked with special
needs children before, and is also interested in premarital counseling. He says
communication is the key to any relationship, whether it's friendship, marriage or parenting.
That's why his daughter's disease
hurts him so much.
"It's painful," he says, his eyes tearing
up. "It's like trying to talk to somebody
through a big, thick, glass wall.''
Amy and Eugene have discussed having another child, but they've decided
against it for now.
"It scares us to think we'd have another one like that," Amy says.

"Sometimes it feels like a sentence,"
Fugcne says. "But then I think, 'If this is
what God wanted for me, then it will help
me be a better man and a better daddy."'
Scene VI: The theme song
One afternoon this year, Savanah is
lying on her back in front of the TV in her
bedroom, fast forwarding the video with
her toes an<l singing in perfect unison
with the chm·actcrs on the screen.
Eugene calls her name. He has a surprise. I le walks into the room and picks
her up. She screeches with anger until
they reach the living room.
The Dism:y version of Tarzan is on
'IV. As Amy sit, smiling quietly on the
couch, Savanah g1ins and runs around the
room, leaping from the couch to
htgcnc's anns as the characters on the
screen romp through the jungle.
Eugene gives a half-smile.
" It's like she's stuck in her own world
and we can·t get through," he says.
Eugene locks eyes with his daughter.
She wmps her anns around his neck.
Sava11ah holds her position for a few
nl'ct1ng seconds. Music fills the room.
She squeals and covers her ears.
"1'111 your faith in what you most
hc/ic, ·e in,
liro 11·orlds, one family.
'frust your heart,
I,er .ft;te clecide
7ii guide these lives we see. "
Eugene pauses the movie. Savanah
has lost interest. She hums the theme
sun° ove, .u1d over m; she tiptoes down
the hall.
Eugene and Amy watch her exit. Off
c:uncrn. out or U1e spotlight., they hope
that l'nte will guide her to a happy ending.
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NOTHING: Challengers travel to national site in Bowling Green
COIITIIIUED fRDLI FRONT

Pur

deficit and earned a spot in the
finals of the American
Collegiate Intramurals Championship regional tournament
held last weekend at the
Preston lntramurals Complex
on Campbell Lane.
They were among 40 teams,
including eight from the Hill,
competing for berths into the
ACIC national tournament
next month in New Orleans,
said Mark Williams, assistant
director of intramurals and
recreational sports at Western.
The regional in Bowling
Green was one of four national sites, Williams said. This
was the first time a regional
has been held at Western.
Challengers from as far as
Georgia came to knock heads
with the best intramural flag
football teams in the region,
which included teams from
Kentucky, Georgia, Arkansas,
Ohio, West Virginia, Illinois
and Tennessee.
They competed in men's,
women's and co-rec competition, Williams said. Mean
Machine's co-rec team won its
division, and Wallbangers
from University of Central
Arkansas won the women's
division.
Keely Yarbrough, a Wallbanger, said the tournament
was worth the seven-hour
drive to Bowling Green - a
hopping college town, compared to UCA's hometown of
Conway, Ark.
"We were really pleasantly
surprised," Yarbrough said.
Players weren't the only
imports in the tournament. The
referees were also shipped in.
William Wells, from the
University of North CarolinaAshville, said he chose to travel to Kentucky instead of officiating at the regional tournament held at his home in
Greenville, N.C., because it's
a passion for refs as much as it
is for players, Wells said.

"I just feel when you're
officiating, you are the line
between order and chaos," he
said.
Paydirt is about more than
football, said Brandon Phillips, a senior from Reo, Ind.
Most of the team members
have played together in intramural sports for three years.
Five of them live in the same
house.
"All of us have just been
friends since we've been
here," said Phillips, Paydirt:s
captain.
The tournament presented a
welcome challenge for the
team, he said. They wanted a
chance to play teams who didn't know what to expect from
this year's intramural flag
football champions at Western.
The great distance the other
teams traveled didn't faze
Paytlirt, who found an advantage' in playing in their own
backyard.
"Here, we didn't have anything to lose," said Webster
junior Josh Mitcham, one of
eight Paydirt players who took
the field this weekend.
Paydirt won its first game
early Saturday morning 34-0
against the Strength and Honor
team of Northern Illinois, but
the 40-degree weather and a
muddy field convinced the
team to head home until the
next game.
Once they arrived at the
house shared by five team
members, the players stripped
off their mud-soaked socks
and threw them into the dryer.
Mitcham took off his muddy
warm-up pants and bolted
from a bedroom into a crowd
of teammates standing in the
living room and kitchen.
Mitcham was wearing white
long-johns, dirt covering the
legs.
"Hey, I'm Brian Boitano,"
he said.
After killing about an hour,
Paydirt returned to the frozen

Henrik Edsenius/Herald
Greensburg senior Cheslee Bloyd, left, Brandon Phillips, center, a senior from Reo, Ind., and Whitesville senior Robbie
Merritt, right, talk tactics as they take a break at home between games Saturday.
tundra of the intramurals complex. The Tau Kappa Epsilon
team from Akron, which lost
to Strength and Honor earlier
that morning, was waiting for
them.
TKE would give Paydirt an
unexpected
scare,
but
Western's team won 27-20.
Paydirt won their pool and
was also awarded a bye in the
first round of tournament play
on Sunday.
Paydirt returned to their
house and ate deer steak
Saturday night. They knew
their
toughest challenge
awaited them in the morning.
The Mean Machine game
was set up after Paydirt
defeated the Gold team from

Tennessee Tech.
Down early against Mean
Machine, Paydirt adjusted
their defense at halftime and
scratched their way back into
the game. A 35-yard pass
from Bloyd to Mitcham, who
beat a defender and fought his
way to the two-yard line, set
up the winning touchdown.
About 20 people, including
Paydirt's friends and family,
stood on the sideline as the
last seconds of the game
ticked by. When the referee
signaled the end of the game,
the Paydirt players ran down
the field to greet their supporters.
"I knew nobody gave us a
chance to win this game,"

Phillips said.
It was more than a hardfought victory.
On the sleeve of Paydirt's
red jerseys is a white No. 2 the number of Matt Rzepka, a
former Paydirt member who
died this year after falling
from a dorm window at the
University of Kentucky.
The
teammates
yell.
"Rzepka!" when they break
huddle.
"It's all for him," Phillips
said.
Paydirt was already given
a berth to the national championships in New Orleans
because they would at least be
runners-up. The championship game against Ball
State was just for pride.

But it wasn't to be. Paydirt
rallied in the last minutes of
the game, but Ball State won
the men's division Sunday
afternoon 27-25.
Kevin Hoying, from Ball
State's team, said Paydirt was
worthy competition.
"They were one of the best
teams we've played," he said.
For Paydirt, this was no
devastating loss.
"It was a great experience
and we had a great time,"
Phillips said. "You can't win
them all."
Besides, intramurals basketball is just around the corner.
Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com.

Help SGA Clean-Up Campus!
The Campus Improvements
Committee is hosting a
Campus-Wide Clean-Up on
TODAY at 3:30 in front of
Cherry Hall.

Organizations are encouraged
to attend. Community service
hours will be awarded.
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SHOW: 'We'll create that same frenzy ... '

Every woman •
.
different.
is unique. And, every stage of a woman's life is
The ph · ·
. ysicians and staff of Women's Health Specialists are
d ed icated to carin f
.
th
h
g or the unique
healthcare needs of women
roug ~ut their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.
Y"i~en's Health Specialists will work with each young woman
in IVldually to provide her with the health services and information
~ecessary to tackle all the new experiences associated with college
1
e. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine exams, such as
an~ual pap smears and prevention screenings to discussions on
various ~irth control options. Obstetrical care f~r expectant mothers
a nd ~urg,~al procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided 1f needed.
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.

Jeffery W. Nemec, MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Deborah A. Kasica, MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD
~<mien

6 dl(tea&-11 ff}teaali6/4

Located next to The Medical Center

Medical Arts Building • 350 Park Stred, Suite 103
Bowling Green, KY 41101 • (170) 781-0075

Edward Linsmier/Herald
Westerns students leave after standing in line in front of Downing University Center when
they were told they were not going to get in to the Jim Breuer performance Thursday night.
Col/TINU~I'

~o

F11n1q

Pu

Seay said Van Meter Hall was
booked and Diddle Arena wasn't
available because of the continuing construction.
He said CAB might distribute
free tickets for future events that
they anticipate will draw a huge
crowd.
"We'll create the same frenzy,
but have that frenzy on the night
of the event," Seay said.
With this policy students
would be guaranteed a seat rather
than having to wait in the cold
with uncertainty.
Burton and other Western
police officers spent time outside
with the crowd and described the
scene as calm.
Less than 30 minutes before
the show, the crowd did get a little rowdy. Some waiting claimed
others were cutting line.
Nancy freshman Vanessa
Daulton was one who fell victim
to such ridicule.
Daulton ·said she had been
waiting in line for two and a half
hours and only left to go to the
restroom. When she returned to
her place, a chorus of "boos"
came with her.
'They all called me a cutter,"
Daulton said. 'Tm kind of upset."
Greg Roy, a freshman from
Hendersonville, Tenn., compared

his and other students' initial
scramble to get in the door to the
Spanish "Running of the Bulls."
Inside the auditorium, student\
sang along to AaDC songs.
Paul Bond, lead and rhythm
guitarist for Breuer's back-up
band "Willy's Basement,"
warmed up the crowd with song
parodies that made the audience
cringe and howl with laughter.
Bond said he's living out two
of his dreams - being a comedian and playing heavy metal.
After Bond, Breuer walked
onstage, grabbed a microphone
and shouted "Oh yeah." Then he
made his signature Goat Bpy call
- "Bleeeh." The audience chanted each call back to him.
He giggled impishly as he told
the audience he came up with the
idea of Goat Boy one day when
he was "baked" - high on marijuana - at the zoo.
He called to the goats, and
they responded with "bleeeehs."
"When you're baked, that's
huge," Breuer said. J in addition to"' the goats,
Breuer impersonated former
Saturday Night Live cast members like Norm MacDonald and
the lead singers for the bands
Metallica and AaDC.
Breuer said he realized he was
funny when, at I0-years-old, he

cracked up other students with
sound effects such as fart noises.
His interest in sound effects
was fed by time spent watching
cartoons including the Flintstones
and Bugs Bunny.
"I was a monster cartoon fan,"
he said.
Breuer said Western's reception was more energetic than
what he got two nights earlier in a
Nashville club.
"You all were crazy," Breuer
said. "I didn't think they were
going to be that hopped up."
The audience had different
opinions about Breuer's show.
Coomes didn't get her front
row seats but still enjoyed the
show.
"I thought it was good," she
said. "He was interacting with us
and had a lot of variety."
Burton said the drug themes in
Breuer's performance were no
different from the entertainment
on television.
"It's still not a positive message," he said.
Breuer's response to criticizers - he doesn't care.
"I'm not in it for them ... It's
not my problem if you're offended by it," Breuer said.

Reach Hollan Holm at
fea1ures@wkuherala.co11t
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'A Chorus Line' receives big laughs, sells out every show
BY ABBEY BROWN

Herald reporter
''Fifteen to places, everyone."
Giggling.
"Chocolate is very good for our voices. It's going to coat our throats, and
then we are going to sing like horses."
The rows of tables are lined with
mirrors and make-up kits. People are
running around half-dressed in velvet,
sparkles and spandex.
"Sold to the girl with the nice rack
and the chick I've already banged."
Hearty laughter.
It's just another day for the cast of "A
Chorus Line." Backstage, they are
preparing to perfonn to yet another sold
out crowd in Russell H. Miller Theatre
in the fine arts center.
"A Chorus Line" is a musical about a
group of Broadway hopefuls auditioning to be part of the chorus in an upcoming musical.
In the plushy theater seats, the audience sits buzzing with anticipation,
some holding flowers to give to loved
ones performing, others just clutching
their program.
In the lobby, parents of cast members
are exchanging stories.
"He warned us that his character is

very, very gay," one mother says laughing.
"Our daughter explained to us that it
was for a college audience," another
parent said. "Nothing is censored."
The director in the play, Zach,
decides that this audition is going to be
unlike any other audition. He wants
each person to tell a little about themselves - infonnation he can't find on
their resumes.
Real life director and choreographer
Stephen Stone said directing "A Chorus
Line" is a little different from most
musicals.
"It does speak specifically about
~hat we do," Stone said. "Yet it speaks
about those things in universal tenns things that every human can relate to."
The musical opens with the full cast
following the cues of the choreographer's assistant, Lori. After the initial cut,
the cast steps up to the "line." The auditioners take their place on the masking
tape line on the scuffed black stage,
waiting and wondering what each
would talk about.
Winchester junior Christopher Kirby,
playing Bobby, talked about his "idyllic" childhood filled with astroturf
'.patios and spray painting a neighbor-

hood child silver. Bobby was a tall,
leather-clad, white-haired auditioner
with a dog collar.
" ... To commit suicide in Buffalo is
redundant," Kirby said.
Connie, played by Allison Harnish, a
freshman from Kettering, Ohio, said
although she is in her 30s she has had to
play adolescents because of her appearance - her whole four foot, nine inches
in height - "peanut on point."
Greg, played by Christopher
Caldwell, a sophomore from Cordova,
Tenn., added some spice to the musical
with his addition to the performance a surprise for Stone and Caldwell's parents.
In his monologue he talks about sex
and his discovery of his homosexuality.
Greg said because he was gay he would
always be expected to make a fashion
Fielder Williams Strain/ Herald
statement. With that, he tore off his silver work-out pants to reveal a pair of The cast of "A Chorus Line" performs Sunday afternoon to a sold out
purple sparkle hot-pants.
crowd in the fine arts center's Russell H. Miller Theatre.
The shocked audience responded
with guffaws.
said doing "A Chorus Line" meant a lit- musicals are all about the glitz and the
Stone said each of the performances tie more to him than most musicals. He glamour. This allows them a glimpse of
what it is reaJJ y like."
has been sold out and that Saturday's played Paul.
matinee was added because of the ~
"As a performer this is one of those
show's popularity.
shows that represents life as a per- Reach Abbey Brown at
Bowling Green junior Will Miller former," Miller said. "People think features@wkuherald.com.

·Santa Delivers Iba Preseits,
Papa Delivers the Pizza
182-0888

Chavez's story: Trying
lto educate peers, herself
I about differences
I

'

different things.
The occasional
"dirty
Mexican" joke still stung, but
she had to remind herself to
ignore it.
"I remember one time this
guy came up and started telling
this joke about worthless
Mexicans or something, and I
WHAT'S YOUR STORY?
was like, 'Do you really think
Joy Chavez
that?"' Chavez said. "He
thought it was just a harmless
BY BETH SEWELL
joke, and no one at my table
Herald reporter
really knew I was Mexican, but ,,
~
Mexicans are dirty and they found out pretty quick!"
Her strong cultural identity
,worthless.
has
given Chavez the platform
• Hispanic people are nasty
to
begin
looking into other
jmmigrants that have no place
people's
way
of life.
:in the states.
She
declared
folk studies as
These are two thoughts that
her
minor
so
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could look at
µiake Elizabethtown junior Joy
many
different
gro(:havez smile.
ups of people.
She thinks it's funChavez began
ny that people could
her
research into
really believe in
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:Stereotypes
like
r
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ends.
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,California, Chavez,
journal at the be;whose grandparents
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holidays
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and then pass it
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ends
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swers.
~er public school.
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a lot about
y Hispanic-populatthe
way
her peers
~d town she lived in
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think,
stories
they
twas always a place of
Elizabethtown junior have heard and
earning and celebra-
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"It was such
a culture
shock for
me. But after
a while,' I
realized it
wasn't anyone's fault
they didn't
experience
different
cultures."

tion of culture.
"I know it seems
;odd we would celebrate that in California, but it
was all around us," Chavez
aid. "I grew up listening to
Spanish, around students
peaking Spanish and most of
the schools in my area were
Spanish names."
After 14 years of living in a
"Mexican friendly" environtment, Chavez's mother died.
This left her with her father
irWho she couldn't live with
ecause of his disability. So
-she moved to Elizabethtown to
:Jive with her aunt and uncle.
t
She hated it.
She thought everyone in
entucky was small-minded
and horrible.
As far as she was con;.cerned, Kentuckians weren't
cultured, and they had no idea
what was out there in the
world.
"It was such a culture shock
for me," she said. "But after a
while, I realized it wasn't anyone's fault they didn't experi•ence different
.
cultures."
Chavez decided she was
lucky to have been in different
• places and to have experienced
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it's not for everyone,
but that's
t

things in their life

[the point]~

that have made an
impact on them.
She thinks it is important to
get to know people of all races
and ages.
"I think sometimes Americans have taken a lot for granted because we have always had
things nanded to us in some
way, shape or form," Chavez
said. "We need to be more
open."
Although her fight against
Mexican and Hispanic stereotypes will rage on, there is one
stereotype that Chavez finds
hard to quash.
She does drink a lot of
tequila.
"I can drink anyone under
th~ table when it comes to
tequila," Chavez said. "The
Mexican comes out, and I start
rattling off Spanish. That's
when my friends know I'm
drunk."

Sure, Army ROTC isn't a ptece of cake, After all, in here you'lf push yourself. Test your

limits.. And in the process, d~yelop skllls that'll last a lifetime. Ltke how to think on
your feet and be a good leader and decision maker. You could even get a scholarship.
Register today for an Army ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone."

ARMY ROTC

Each week, Beth picks a
random person from the Student directory and calls them
to ask "Whats Your Story?"
Her series runs every Tuesday.
Reach Beth l1t features@wkuherald.com.

Unlike. any othe~ college course you can take.

For details, Visit the ROTC Department

or can 745-6054
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Cross Country
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Lady Top headed to nationals
Blowout Sale
Bv

ADAM EADENS

Herald reporter
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Eleven years ago, Breeda
Dennehy won the Southeast
Region in cross country. She went
on to finish 16th at nationals. It
was the best finish ever for a
Western woman, mainly because
she is the only Lady Topper runner to qualify for nationals.
Or at least she was.
Yesterday, senior Olga Cronin
qualified for the NCAA championships with her performance in
Saturday's district meet. Cronin
finished 17th out of 185 runners.
Her time of 20:50 for 6K was the
best time of her career by over a
minute.
Even after the perfonnance of
a lifetime, Cronin was still forced
to wait two days to find out if she
had qualified for nationals.
''When I came in Saturday,
Michelle (Scott) was like 'Oh,
you qualified, you qualified.' And
everyone was saying 'You qualified,"' Cronin said. "I wasn't

going to be completely happy
until it was certain."
The selection of runners for
the NCAA cross country championships includes two variables:
individuals and teams.
Teams finishing first and second in their respective districts
automatically qualify. There are
nine districts, totaling 18 automatic bids. Thirteen more teams
are selected based on the season's
performance. It was the strength
of Westem's district that opened
the door for Cronin.
After all teams are chosen, the
next four individuals from each
district automatically qualify.
I,..uckily, six of the top 23 teams in
the nation are in Westem's district.
Wake Forest and North
Carolina State finished first and
second, respectively. Yesterday,
Duke, North Carolina, Virginia
and William and Mary all
received at-large bids.
Cronin got the second of the
four automatic bids for individu-

'

als. The fifth individual from the
district was only Lwo and half seconds behind Cronin, narrowly
missing the cul
"All day I was checking the'
lnLemeL because I thought that1
was how you found out," Cronin
said. "I didn't realize they actual-'.
ly called you."
·
They called, bul Cronin wasn't silting by the phone.
She wa<; oul running.
"I'm thrilled," Cronin said.
"I'm thrilled to biL'>. Since I've
been here il's been the goal Lo get'
to nationals."
:
Now she'll try nol Lo be con
tent with getting there. She stilt
has Lo run the race, which will be
Monday in Terre Haute, Ind.
!
"I've goL to run my heart out.'.
It's the bigge~t race of my life
far," she said. "I'm sure it will be
somewhat overwhelming, but
I'm going to enjoy it."
Westem's women finished in a
tie for tenth at districts, while thd
men ended their season with a
21st-place finish out of 25 teams.
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Start your Christmas shopping at the

Universi{l Bookstore
Visit us 24/7 at
www.wku.edu/lnfo/Bookstore
Store Hours
Monday-Friday
7:45am-7:00pm
Saturday
10:00am-2:00pm

Be sure that your meal plan is ready
to use when you arrive back on
campus.

Sign up now!
Look at all of these options ...
19 Meals
14 Meals
Plus $250 Meal Plan Dollars
10 Meals
Plus $150 Meal Plan Dollars
7 Meals
Plus $100 Meal Plan Dollars.,,
15 Unlimited Meals
11 Unlimited Meals

,A,
,cl

It is so convenient to have a Meal Plant
You have a wide variety of choices ... Topper Cate's all you can eat, the national
brands in DUC Food Court, two Subway locations, the Garrett Food Court!
When you add Meal Plan Dollars your options are even greater ... Starbucks
coffee, gourmet yogurt and ice cream, toothpaste and laundry detergent from
the convenience store, and you'll have to come hang out in our Java City
coffeehouse, located inside the Helm Library.

Dynamic Leadership Institute
DLI is looking for student
leaders to be a part of the Spring
2003 DLI program.
DLI will equip you with:
Motivation Skills
Constructive Criticism Skills
Gender Communication Skills
And Much More!

Everything you need to be successful on campus and in the "real world."
At no cost to you! Hurry! Spaces are limited! Return this application to
DUC 325 by December 9th, or call 745-2459 for more information.
*Information Session: January 16, 2003 DUC 305 at 8:00 p.m.
·································································································································································································\
Phone: (' - - -) - - - - - - - - - - ~:
Name:_____________________________
.:
Address:;__________________________

~~

:f

Email Address:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Major/ Minor:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____,_

.
....
...
...
.
......
..
.

Year in School:.______.;_____
Graduation Date:,_________

Activity Involvement:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,i.;I

Leadership Positions::_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,,
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Teams take top spot at home
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BY JOSH BUCKMAN

Herald reporter
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Jenny Sevcik/Herald
Western forward David Boyden puts up a basket over Universal All-Star Jermaine
Ousley during the opening minutes of Western's 99-59 win Saturday night.

IGNITES: Guns smoking,

Western eyes No. I Arizona
CONTINUED FROM BACK PAGE

l
..,

Only four points separated them from the
Tigers, a perennial contender in Conference
USA
Universal coach Curtis Weathers said
Memphis and Western are similar in size. Bul his
team simply couldn't guard the Toppers, who
had four three-point shooters on the floor for
most of the second half.
The All-Stars played a zone defense to contain Memphis. When they tried that Saturday,
Western shot over them, hitting better thalCi:1-6
percent from downtown.
''They shot the ball well, and we couldn't tet
out on their shooters," said Weathers, whOse
team also lost by 10 to George Washington earlier this season. "Out of the three clubs we've
played, they had more shooters than any of them.
But aside from that, I was really impressed with
how they passed the ball and the way they found

each other."
Also noting Western's inside-outside offensive balance, Weathers said it'll be "scary" when
the Toppers throw center Chris Marcus back into
the mix.
The first real test for Western is now four days
away. The Wildcats' lineup is loaded with talent,
and Western began its preparation with a practice
Sunday morning.
"We're focused on Arizona now," Western
coach Dennis Felton said. "We have a hard caste
of priorities in front of us. We've got to put
everything we can into finding a way to beat
them."
·
And now that the Toppers have found their
shooting game, the stage has been set for opening the season with a top-5 opponent for the second straight year. Western topped No. 4
Kentucky to start the season a year ago.

Add a Greek touch
to your Holidays!

' ------

~
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Handpainted Glass Sorority,
Christmas Ornaments

ONLY $11.25

Reach Brian Moore at.sports@wkuherald.com.

Point. Click. Read. Love it.
www.wkuherald.com
,,I

There was little this weekend
thatWestern's swimming and diving team did wrong - except sing
"Stand Up and Cheer" flat.
And even though their poor
singing resulted in them having to
clean up the Preston Health and
Activities Center pool area, that
didn't spoil a great win against
Cumberland College.
"Our whole team just continues to amaze me," head coach Bill
Powell said. "Our kids, no matter
what we do, swim well. We travel
15 hours in planes or vans and
they swim well."
The men remained undefeated
at 6-0, while the women improved
to 12-2. The women won 142103, and the men cruised to victory 141-87.
The margin of victory would
have been larger, but Western
declared several matches exhibitions.
Since Cumberland College is a
small NAIA school, the team had
little to fear. This meet allowed
Powell to move swimmers and

"It was a fun swim meet,"
experiment with the lineup.
"Considering what training Mountjoy said. "It was nice to be
we've been doing, and not swim- able to swim in front of our famiming these events typically, we lies."
The most exciting race of the
did really well," said Paul Graves,
who won the 100-yard backstroke. day was the women's 50-yard
"We're more concentrated on Ball breaststroke when teammates Lori
Ludwiczak and Lisa Ross fought
State and Miami (Ohio)."
For the men, senior Jerrod it out with Ludwiczak winning by
Janes won the 50-yard backstroke one-hundredth of a second.
The win was Ludwiczak's first
and the 50-yard freestyle 25.46
and 21.61. Sophomore Greg of the season, after suffering from
Strickler posted victories in the a hit-and-run accident in which
200-yard freestyle (145.52) and she suffered three broken ribs and
a neck injury two months ago.
100-yard Breaststroke (1:02.35).
Junior diver Marci Kacsir got a
"We feel good," Janes said. "I
think we're going to do well next chance to swim in the 50-yard
week. We keep swimming faster freestyle. Kacsir got off to a solid
start, and wound up finishing fifth,
and faster."
Not all news for the men was 3.33 seconds behind the winner.
good. Team captain Gord Veld- Her performance impressed many,
man sat out the meet with a shoul- considering she hadn't swam in a
der injury. The Hilltoppers will meet since high school.
Next week, the Hilltoppers
need his services if they are going
travel
to Muncie, Ind., for a shot at
to contend next week against Ball
Ball State, which as of Friday has
State, according to Powell.
On the women's side Meredith a men's team undefeated in dual
Mountjoy won the 50-yard butter- meets (6-0) and a women's team
fly (27.30), the 100-yard breast- with a 7-1 record.
stroke (1:09.08) and anchored the
200-yard medley relay team to Reach Josh Buckman at
sports@wkuherald.com.
victory at 1:54.14.
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University Bookstore
Visit us 24 hours a day

www.wku.~du/lnfo/Bookstore
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RCX;MMATE

SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK

Great deal 2 bdrm. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

Female Roommate
Needed:Rent $167 .50,Chestnut
Street 5 min.from campus .
Call 746-9312.

ONE CHECK PAYS IT ALL!!
All utilities included and
only minutes to campus.
New carpet, on -site laundry,
lot of space & big rooms.
Pre-lease today for
January move in.
1 BR $459; 2 BR $549
Call now 781-5471.

I roommate needed in
Stonehenge. Please call
(270) 781-7161 or
(502) 802-2866.

Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From $429!
Free Breakfast, Dinners &
Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
Free! Florida Vacations from
$149! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Spring Break 2003 with STS
America's # 1 Student Tour
Operator. Sell Trips, earn cash,
Travel Free Information
/Reservations 1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Texas. Book Now & Receive
Free Parties & Meals.
Campus Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
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Only one 4 bdrm left!
Adjacent to campus: All
appliances including washer &
dryer. CALL SIMS REALTY.
842-7919.

...................
Close to campus 1 bdrm. apt.

$275-$300 month. Lease and
deposit required 846-2397.

...................

3 bdrm at ~t. James Apts.
1133 Chestnut. Some utilities
paid $575/mo. 781-8307

...................

Close to campus. 3 bdrm,
2 bath. Large kitchen, laundry
room. Carpet, central heat &
air. Deposit & references
required. $265 per student.
No pets. Call 791-3551.

...................

Partially furnished l bdrm apt..
Located@ 1319 College St.
References & deposit required.
No pets. $275 842-4923
or 991-3192.

...................

...................

SPRING BREAK

...................

Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 days $299! Include Meals,
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From
Florida! Get Group- Go
Free!! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

...................

SPRING BREAK '03
with StudentCity.com!
Air, Hotel, FREE FOOD &
DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! REPS
WANTED! Earn 2 FREE
TRIPS, VIP treatment & cash!
Call 1-800-293-1445
~
or email
sales@studentcity.com !

.a

...................

*** ACT NOW! Guarantee

the best spring break prices!
South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardigras.TRAVEL FREE,
1-2 &3 bedrooms in prime
Reps Needed, EARN $$$.
locations for Dec. and Jan.
Group Discounts for 6+.
move-ins call Amy or John
1-888-THINKSUN
today for more information.
Chandler Property Management (1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) /
782-8282
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

...................

,.

"

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

!WKU ARE YOU GOING?
GO DIRECT! WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages! Lowest
group rates guaranteed!
www.springbreakDIRECT.com
1-800-367-1252.

...................

HELP WANTED
Fraternities• Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven

CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dales are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) ~23-3238, or visit
WWN.campusfundra1ser.com

LAW CLERK

...................
Are you paying too much for
computer repair?
What if I tell you that you can
receive unlimited tech-support
24/7 & earn money for
fixing your computer!
Interested? email :
techsupport@freeautobot.com

...................

Year round part-time position available at
local law office; perfect for WKU student.
Must be willing to work a minimum of 20 hours
per week. Send resume and transcript to:

Law Firm of Flora Templeton Stuart,
607 E 10th Ave., Bowling Green, KY 42101
or Fax to 782-1451.

QTY OF BOWLING GREEN

HELP WANTED

...................

ATTENTION: Immediate
openings. International
company needs help. Work
from home. PT/FT Full
Training. Bonuses,
Vacations. FREE Info.
www.YourLifels Here.com
888-574-2236 .

...................

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.dollars4opinions.com

...................

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

...................

* Orders food, drinks & snacks to serve the
general public. Must be able to maintain
simple inventory and bookkeeping records.
20-25 hrs/wk, weeknights 4:30-9:00,
Saturdays from 8:00 am-5:00pm .
Age 18+; $5.65/hr.
===-- - - - - --- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --·Interested applicants should obtain an employment application
from the Human Resources Department in City Hall, 1001
College Street, Bowling Green. Completed applications must be
submitted by 4:00 pm, November 22, 2002.
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer
and a
Drug-Free Work Place. ~!1\f_W~b k .o.rg

•www.wkuherald.com•
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TITLE: Frazier leads running

game; Tops hope for playoffs
COIITIIIUED FROM BACK PAGE

years. "I never enjoyed a
youngsters that's been groupl of
•
as ow
mamtenance very rece ti'
'
P
ve to
everythin
. g you tell them, and not
only listen, but take to heart wh
you try to say."
at
Frazier has been an integral
p~ of _the winning streak, solidifymg himself as the No. 1 running
back after the Western Il1inOIB
.
1oss.. But .it has been a long time
coming.
''.Early in the season they were
~ g that there wasn't a for-sure
runrung back," Price said. ''This
~oes to show how much dedicatiOn and hard work he gave the
program. We as players knew he
w~s that caliber of running back.
It Just took a matter of time for the
coaches to realize and give him
the opportunity to show what he
can do."
True ~o the Gateway identity,
the runnmg game was alive and

well for both teams this weekend.
Just. 13 passes were attempted,
Partially because a crippling 18
mph wind wreaked havoc on the
passing game and special teams.
That wind forced Southern
~ois (4-8, 2-5) to rely solely on
its rushing attack, ranked No. 3
nationally.
''This is fun football," Harbaugh said. 'That other stuff it's
nice to let the young guys do that.
But it's just nice to get into a game
where you win a game the way
you're supposed to win it, blocking and tackling."
Frazier wasn't alone. Saluki
junior Brandon Robinson rang up
115 rushing yards and a touchdown. Western's conference-leading defense surrendered 280 total
yards, including several big plays.
It leaked, but never flooded.
On the Salukis' second drive,
freshman quarterback Joel Sambursky scampered 47 yards to set
up a first-and-goal at the Western

10-yard line. But the Topper
defense stood tall enough the next
three plays to force a field goal
and keep the lead.
"That was all part of the
scheme," senior linebacker Sherrod Coates said. ''We knew what
we had to get accomplished to
win the championship."
· With less than a minute left in
the first half, junior free safety
Antonio Veals picked off a
Sambursky pass at the Western
41-yard line and returned it to the
Saluki 23-yard line. The play
snuffed out a Saluki drive, and
Western went on to score the next
play to make it 20-3 instead of 1310.
''I knew it was going to come
my way," said Veals, who was
named Gateway Defensive Player
of the Week. "(Sambursky) didn't
see me, the receiver didn't see me,
so I just took it."
Junior strong safety Brian
Lowder led the defense - which

photo by H. Rick Mach/Herald
Junior running back Jon Frazier, center, tries to break through the defense of Southern
Illinois defenders during the first quarter of Saturday's game in C;:irbondale, Ill. Frazier
rushed for two touchdowns and a career high 179 yards.
held the Salukis to 20 points
below their season average with a career-high 13 tackles.
After the interception, the
Western offensive line took over.
Three of the Toppers' six rushing
touchdowns were of 20 yards or
more, including Frazier's 23-

yarder immediately after Veals'
interception.
And with two conference
championships in three years,
Western has solidified itself
among the top teams in IJAA.
"When we came in in '98, the
program had never really won a

championship, and we always
talked 1bout winning rings," Price
said. Now we got that chance
and w· helped develop a legacy."
An, I they can't help but smile.
Reach Keith Famerat
sportsr&wkuherald.com.

Cowles,

Lady Tops
•

•

sign trio
BY

J.

MICHAEL
MOORE

Herald reporter

Jt

The Lady Topper coaching
staff ook the team approach to
this }Car's recruiting class.
M ,iry Taylor Cowles and her
staff iad their backs against the
wall vhen she was named head
coacl in March. Time was of the
esse1 ·e.
B t with scholarships to give
and · little enthusiasm, they set
to v,, k with the mindset that no
one lse in the country would
matcl their work ethic and persistem:e.
It ,eems to have worked.
C ,wles announced last week
that the Lady Toppers have
foum three high school seniors.
She ~aid each signed national
lette1 , of intent indicating they
will play their college basketball
at Wl·stem, starting next fall
N1talie Benton, a 6-foot-2
post 1layer from Global Studies
High School in Brooklyn, N.Y.,
aven,ged 24 points and IO
rebot nds per game last season,
leadi 1g her team to a 12-4
recor I.
Tlic Lady Toppers also got a
comnutment from Lakewood,
Calif , native Cacie Pope. Pope,
a 6-f ,ot-1 post threat, helped Artesia ·figh School to the California ~ ate championship last season, averaging 18 points and
nine ·ebounds per game.
S,1e was named to the AllCalil >mia Interscholastic Federation first team.
A•1d Amber Holt, a 5-foot-11
guan from I.ilbum, Ga., roun~ed o t Westem's early commitment Holt averaged 20 points
per f .imc at Meadowcreek High
Sch( ,I and was named a Stre!!t
and Smith honorable mention
All-American.
She was also picked as second-team all state and was
nam d an Adidas Top Ten Camp
All-Star selecuon.
"I think all three have the
1ight athleticism to help us as
fresl nen," Cowles said. "Amber, ·ven though she's a natural
shoe mg guard, can also help us
dowi low."
C ,wles said Benton and
Pope may also step in right away
and ill gaps in the post game.
But the quest for fresh talent
isn't over for Cowles and assistant ·oaches Kyra Elzy, Canie
Darnl'!s and David Graves.
Co\\ ll'S said it took the four of
then IO land the current recruits,
and I will take all four to add
addt ·ma! bulk in the coming
sign 1g periods.
" \nyone who thinks there is
a ph) sical or mental break down
is \\t0ng," Cowles said. "We've
got to have four, five or six players c ,ming in next year."
1 1e NCAA fall signing period t 1<ls tomorrow, but Cowles
expects no other recruits to sign
until the late signing period in
the ~pring.
Reac ,1 J. Michael Moore at
1po1 \@wkuherald.com.

aontact:

Notable
• Senior running back Jon
Frazier rushed for a career high
179 yards Saturday. Hes now
seventh on Westerns single
season rushing list.

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Volleyball

Lady Tops:run
SBC table
Freshman dominates
in closest win of the,season
BY MICHAEL CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter
e Coach Travis Hudson is a young man, he
e sprouted a few gray hairs through the course
eam's five-game barn burner Friday night at
exas (15-16, 9-5 SBC).
Lady Toppers (30-4, 14-0 SBC) entered the
"~04ke Pit" with the No. 1 seed wrapped up for this
w~t Su1,1 Belt Conference tournament, but limped
outwitli ~eir narrowest victory of the season.
Still, Hudson was fairly pleased with his team's
pe~ant:e, and was proud of the mental toµghness
they displayed.
'1t)Vasn't the best match we've played all year,"
d on said. "But again I think it really shows the
ter of this team, to be behind 2-1 and be able to
. ~ay back into the match."
Ridio~ the emotional tidal wave of their Senior
Night, the Mean Green used a .359 hitting percentage
in_tn¢ nrst game to gain a 1-0 advanrge with a 30-22

l

photo by H. Rick Mach/Herald
Senior running back Jon Frazier, center, is hoisted onto the shoulders of senior offensive linemen Richard Gervais and Chris l
Price after Saturday' s 48-16 victory over Southern Illinois. Frazier rushed for two touchdowns and a career high 179 yards.

win.,

Western answered with a 30-27 win in game two.
After trading the next two ·games, a pivotal game five
put the Lady Toppers' perfect Sun Belt record to its
toughest test.
Neither team could gain any kind of momentum in
the final game. The two traded punches until Amanda
Schiff gave Western a 12-10 lead in the race to 15.
But North Texas wasn't finished fighting.
The Mean Green knotted the score at 12 before
Crystal Towler took over. The freshman gave the Lady
Toppers the lead with a tip, and the win with another
of her career-high 21 kills.
With his team three points away from its first loss
since September, Hudson said he was never concerned.
"Did I think we were on the ropes? Honestly,
never," Hudson said.
Towler became the second freshman and fourth
Lady Topper to win a Sun Belt weekly award this year.
By t~ng )Wll\e Sun Belt Player of the Week, Towler
became only the second freshman to win the award,
joining teammate Jessie Wagner.
Western will migrate south to Miami for the Sun
Belt tournament Thursday through Saturday. The Lady
Toppers' first-round opponent is eighth-seeded Denver
(7-18).
And after the best regular season in school history,
Western thinks this might be the year to win the tournament and earn its first NCAA tournament berth.
"We're definitely going to win it all," junior Cynda
Derbort said. "I think we are a head above all the other
teams ... There is no one that can stop us."
Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuherald.com.
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Tops take tie for
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter
CARBONDALE, Ill. - Senior
running back Jon Frazier
couldn't help but smile. He
had just polished off one of
the finest rushing performances in recent memory.
And offensive linemen
Chris Price and Richard
Gervais were thankful.
Just minutes after piling
up a career-high 179 rushing yards at the hands of a
swiss cheese-like Southern Illinois
defense, Frazier was escorted
around McAndrew Stadium on the
shoulders of Price and Gervais.
"I felt like I was on 'Rudy,' the
movie," said the smiling Frazier,
whose performance garnered
Gateway Conference Offensive
Player of the Week honors.
The 48-16 win was Western's
sixth in a row and gave the

Toppers a share of the Gateway
title in their second season in the
conference.
Because they lost to co-champion Western Illinois early
in the season, though, the
Leathernecks get the conference's automatic bid in
the I-AA playoffs. At noon
next Sunday on ESPNews,
the 16-team playoff field
will be released and
Western (8-3, 6-1 GFC)
expects to be in the field.
With Saturday's performance,
Frazier finished the regular season
with 1,070 rushing yards, good for
seventh on Westem's single-season list.
"It may have been the greatest
year in my coaching career," said
head coach Jack Harbaugh, who
has co·ached for more than 40

48
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SEE TITLE PAGE 13

photo by H. Rick Mach/Herald
Junior free safety Antonio Veals strips the ball from
Southern Illinois freshman quarterback Joel Sambursky
in the first quarter of Saturday's game in Carbondale,
111.

Sparks ignites Tops' sharp shooting
Stars. Led by Sparks in a furious six- jitters, and it was the first game in
minute
run midway through the sec- the renovated arena. We just played
Herald reporter
ond half, Western got wicked from solid defense, and that helped our
Patrick Sparks emerged
offense."
behind the three-point arc.
from the Hilltopper locker
And it boosted their confidence
Leading 47-31, Sparks
room Saturday night sporting
went on a rampage, hitting heading into Saturday's showdown
a suit and tie, topping off his
three trifectas and scoring 13 at No. l Arizona. For Topper fans
ensemble with a blue tobogpoints in a span of 90 sec- still trying to figure out just how
gan.
onds. And if it wasn't Sparks, good this team will be, the game
Though dressed for sucit was Mike Wells, David may have offered a few clues.
cess, he represented the epitBoyden, Todor Pandov or
The Universal All-Stars figured
ome of relaxation. He and his &Tl.BS Filip Videnov.
they would match up well with
teammates had just shown
Western knocked down Western. The Milwaukee-based
themselves that they can
more threes (11) than twos (9) in the team - comprised mostly of former
shoot the ball, despite woeful shoot- second half. By the time the Toppers high school AAU players now in
ing in their opening exhibition loss were finished, six players had scored college and recent college graduates
to the Harlem Globetrottel'li.
in double figures, led by Pandov's narrowly missed topping
But the Toppers did mote than 24 points and Sparks' 17.
Memphis at the Pyramid last week.
string together a few jumpers in their
"We had our legs a little better,"
99-59 win over the Universal All- Sparks said. "The first game we had
Su IGNITES PU E 12
BY BRIAN MOORE
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WBU

Jenny Sevcik/Herald
Western head coach Dennis Felton t urns around to see what's happening
after taking t he f loor Saturday night. He pulled his players out of a scuffle
with the Universal All-Stars during the first half. Western won its exhibition
game 99-59.
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